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(+) Clean and simple interface (+) Quick access to radio stations (+) Simple configuration options (+) Online updates (+) Easy
to use (+) No program start up (+) Low on system resources (+) Adjustable volume (+) Quick access to song information (+)
Customizable user interface (+) List of favorite stations What's New: (+) New station: "Blind Air - New Touch Radio" (+) New
station: "Blind Air - New Finger Radio" (+) New station: "Censored" (+) Update: (+) The list of stations in the input can be
changed from the settings page. (+) "Ampify" button added to the settings page. (+) A lot of minor bug fixes and improvements.
Version History: (+) 3.6 (+) New station: "Blind Air - New Finger Radio" (+) New station: "Censored" (+) New station: "Blind
Air - New Touch Radio" (+) Update: (+) The list of stations in the input can be changed from the settings page. (+) "Ampify"
button added to the settings page. (+) A lot of minor bug fixes and improvements. Software Platform: Windows 7 License:
Shareware File Size: 44.2MB System Requirements: Windows 7/Vista/XP Review: If you're looking for a simple and easy way
to play online radio stations from your screen, then Smooth Radio is definitely the answer to your prayers. It's simple to use, and
has a lot of useful features. It even sports a pretty user-friendly interface. When you first install Smooth Radio, you are given a
choice between using the built-in radio stations or allowing the program to add your own station to the list of stations. It's up to
you which one you want to use. If you decide to use the program's built-in radio stations, then you have the chance to filter the
stations by genre, by location, and by language. There are over 200 radio stations available. If you decide to customize your own
station, then you can select a station from a list of preset ones or add a URL of your own station. Once you've added your
station, you can access it by double-clicking on its name in the list.
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- Small and fast portable application to stream online radio stations in real time. - Handy radio station list with recent tracks and
current playing track. - Supports all list and dynamic servers. - Allows users to edit radio station list. - Control station volume
and play speed. - Update of stations list. - Low memory consumption. - Small size. - Free. JemClearLab is a very handy
application which gives you a chance to fix all those little annoyances in your home. The tool is specifically designed to make it
possible for you to quickly and easily clear out all those junk files and cache on your computer. As you might have guessed, the
application uses the most advanced methods of cleaning to remove various kinds of files or temporary directories. The
application also allows users to remove the history from the Windows system tray, optimize the system’s performance and even
wipe the browser cache. What's more, JemClearLab is equipped with a system checker, which is able to monitor your system
and detect any potential issues as they arise. In the end, the application is very user friendly. It’s very easy to control the process,
and the system also offers a great interface with a lot of customization options. Key Features: - Visual user interface - Runs in
the background without consuming system resources - Removes junk and temporary files, cache, cookies and other files Allows you to clean the history of the Windows system tray - Optimizes the system's performance - Free AfterDownload is a
computer security software that helps you to stay on top of your privacy and make sure that no one is watching you. This handy
tool allows you to scan any type of PC or network and detect all the software that’s running on it. What’s more, you are given the
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chance to view a list of detected programs, uninstall the suspicious items and even uninstall the entire program if needed. To
help you with this task, AfterDownload provides you with the detailed reports of all operations, which are divided into four
sections – Status, Activity, Version and Last Check. This is where the application’s real power lies, as it allows you to modify all
the settings and change the report layout to your liking. This way, the task becomes much easier as you can use AfterDownload
as a system scanner or simply as an antivirus program. Key Features: - Detailed reports - Analyzes 81e310abbf
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- Enable or disable the use of extended functions, and if the settings are set to ON use the Macros to change the settings of the
different functions. - Configuration settings, which are saved in the configuration file, allow the user to change the settings of
the smooth radio and enable the use of Macros for configuration of the different functions. - Load a local or a configured preset
or manage the presets of the different functions of the smooth radio. - Select the smooth radio for different function. Configure the volume, mute and play the current track being played on the radio. - Choose the size of the gadget (small or
large), choose the opacity level, as well as make the tool remain on top of other utilities. - Configure the size of the logo of the
smooth radio. - Arrange the widget on the screen and move the smooth radio from anywhere. - Check if the smooth radio is
updated to the internet. - Remove the icon of the smooth radio. - Get the different options of the program. - Get the help of the
Smooth Radio. Additional Information: - Supports all Mac's OS. - Supported all type of screens. - Get help and information
about the options of the smooth radio. - Supports the function of the smooth radio. - Powered by the main functions of the
system. - Transmits the application in the system. - Network transfer manager and FTP. - You can move the smooth radio in a
different area of the screen. - For all the systems support Windows 10. - Get the smooth radio for system as in the option.
Explorer - NetSkyTel is a digital voice application that allows users to make calls from their computers. The program is
provided with a certain number of free minutes and it can be used with several other programs. It features a contact list,
message options and voice recorder. KEYMACRO Description: - Provides a list of all the contacts or groups that were created
on the system. - Search the list of the contacts or groups. - Add the person to the list, or delete the person from the list. - Send
messages to all or to selected people. - You can call numbers from the contact list. - View the message received by the person. Record voice messages. - Voice and text messages will be sent automatically to the person. - For all the systems that are
supported by Windows. -

What's New in the?
Smooth Radio is a lightweight gadget built specifically for helping users access online radio stations directly from their screen.
It sports a clean and simple layout that offers quick access to only a few dedicated parameters which can be configured on the
breeze. The program allows you to select the radio channel from a preset list or add a custom URL to the list, view the current
track played on the radio and a list with recent songs by simply clicking on the utility's logo. What's more, you can adjust the
volume and check for online updates. Additional options give users the possibility to select the size of the gadget (small or
large), choose the opacity level, as well as make the tool remain on top of other utilities. Plus, you are allowed to move the
widget to any area of the screen. Smooth Radio doesn't come packed with many configuration settings of its own, and for this
reason even rookies can master the entire process with minimum effort. On the downside, it doesn't offer support for advanced
functions for helping you create a list with favorite items and go to the previous or next station. During our testing we have
noticed that the gadget accomplishes a task very quickly, and without errors throughout the entire process. As it would be
expected from such a small utility, it remains light on the system resources, so it doesn't hamper computer performance, nor
interfere with other programs' functionality. To sum things up, Smooth Radio proves to be a simple-to-use desktop enhancement
utility that lets you listen to different online radio stations. Category: Internet > Web and Blogs > Internet Radio File size: 4.58
MB SMUSH Studio is a full-featured music studio tool, powerful audio editor and mixing software that will help you create a
variety of high-quality audio projects. It features a comprehensive set of tools for creation and editing audio, a highly
customizable user interface, as well as an easy to use mixer. SMUSH Studio is designed for video game music creators, DJ's,
broadcast engineers, music producers, students of music technology or those who just want to create the most professionallooking sound effects. The program offers plenty of configurable tools that allow users to develop their skills and make a wide
variety of projects. Audio analysis, mixing, effects and effects processing, synthesis and recording are just a few of the features
included in SMUSH Studio. SMUSH Studio can be used as a standalone program or as a plug-in for Windows or Mac systems.
Some of the main features offered by the application include: • Audio analysis • Audio recording • Audio editing • Music
synthesis • Effects and effects processing • Mixing The program has been designed in a way that it is simple to use and with a
clean and consistent user interface that allows everyone to quickly set up the necessary audio projects. SMUSH Studio offers
two versions: a free trial version and a paid version. You will only need
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System Requirements:
Adobe AIR 3.0 is supported on Windows Vista, 7, Windows 8, Windows 10 (64bit only). Please refer to our official support
pages for more information. 3.0 is supported on Windows Vista, 7, Windows 8, Windows 10 (64bit only). Please refer to our
official support pages for more information. Adobe AIR 3.0 is recommended for deploying HTML5 and Flash-based
applications on Windows, macOS and Linux. Adobe AIR 3.0 is recommended for deploying HTML5 and Flash-based
applications on Windows, macOS and Linux.
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